in Passenger Train Travel

The new lightweight Aerotrain, developed by
Electro-Motive Division of General Motors,
points the way to hitherto unequalled standards
of speed, comfort, and economy in train travel.
This 10-coach experimental train incorporates a
new concept in integrated design of Diesel
motive power and cars, with Air Suspension
springing, to give passengers a smoother ride at
sustained speeds of 100 miles an hour.

40 PASSENGERS 40 PASSENGERS

-------------16 TONS

· 16 TONS

32 TONS

Each car of the Aerotraln can be equipped with an
airplane-type stainless steel galley for the preparation
and serving of light meals and refreshments.

The new experimental Aerotrain, with
its time-proved GM Diesel power, and
revolutionary principles of economical
lightweight construction, is another contribution by General Motors to the
progress of railroading. It will put new
scheduled speed, a new concept of "air
ride" comfort and striking economies
behind the railroads' bid for travel
business.

It is General Motors' answer to the railroads'
need for passenger-hauling equipment that will
reduce capital investment and cost less to
operate and maintain.
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The Aerotrain is designed to carry more live weight-

less dead weight. Two of the 40-passenger cars weigh
approximately 32 tons as compared with 65 tons for the
conventional SO-passenger coach.
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The air-conditioned cars of the General
Motors Aerotrain are an adaptation of
the present body of the GMC 40-passenger intercity-type highway coach.
Thus, this new railroad coach design offers the economy of components already
in mass production and proved in wide
use.
The car bodies far exceed ICC and AAR
minimum requirements for safety. They
can be built at such low cost that they
can be replaced new, when overhaul is
required. Railroads now spend large sums
for repairing and refurbishing presentday cars, which need rehabilitation approximately every seven years.
The undercarriage, with its unique arrangement of a single axle at each end, is
designed to meet all railroad operating
requirements and is made with unusual
stamina to last for years with relatively
little attention.

Quiet, level ride-The new concept of riding
comfort includes self-compensation around curves
giving a ride in which the axle and car floor are
parallel and eliminating metal-to-metal contacts.

